As an avid fan of tabletop games (my friends and I must have played hundreds of hours of Carcassonne, Catan, and Stratego growing up), puzzles were always a tangent that I wanted to explore, although I never got around to it. That changed recently after visiting a puzzle/art store a few months ago with my brother. See, these weren’t just ordinary puzzles. No, these puzzles were gorgeous, and after purchasing an awesome watercolor of Central Park, I was totally hooked. The months of solving this puzzle that followed provided some of the most relaxing breaks from school work that I have encountered in a while. The takeaway here: with finals season coming up, go buy a puzzle. Or better yet, find an older puzzle that you never got around to finishing and try it.

Missing some pieces to an amazing week? We got em’! Those considering a career in global policy or any type of NGO/non-profit work should stop by the upcoming UNMA Info Session. Any sophomores interested in global markets should register for the upcoming Nomura 2022 Global Markets Divisional 101. Want the relatable take of a student going through the mountains and valleys of college life, check out our new blog post: A Week in the Life of An SASHP Junior.

Warm Regards,
Justin Confalone
Your newsletter editor
UNMA Info Session
Considering a career in finance, law, international development, diplomacy, or with the United Nations? The upcoming UNMA Info Session will focus on the master’s program in political science - United Nations and global policy studies offered by Rutgers. This session will take place this Wed, Apr 13 at 12pm EST via Zoom and feature UNMA faculty, staff, and student ambassadors. The UN is a great organization to pursue, so start the journey off right by registering here.

Nomura 2022 Global Markets Division
Interested in global markets? Nomura Global Markets Divisional is hosting an info session! This event will provide insight into working at Nomura and their Global Markets Division as well as offering students the opportunity to hear from business representatives across sales, trading, structuring, and solutions to learn more about their day-to-day responsibilities and career paths. This event, taking place virtually next Wed, Apr 13 at 5 PM EST, is for sophomores only, and registration is required by this Sun, Apr 10. Register here.

New Blog Post: A Week in the Life of An SASHP Junior
“With this, I hope to give you all a glance into the daily life of a struggling-and-thriving SASHP junior,” writes author Isabella Brewer. “The fun, the gritty, and the normal that you can either look forward to or look to dodge. Let's go!” Read the rest of our newest blog post here.